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Diamond Path by FusionBeads.com 
 

   
 
Approximate finished length: 7.5 inches 
 
Beads and other products needed for one bracelet: 
 
1.5 grams - Size 11 Dark Olive Green Luster Round Japanese Seed Bead (SB1451) 
8.5 grams - 2x5mm Purple Metalust SuperDuo 2 Hole Seed Bead (SB7656) 
3.5 grams - 2x5mm Opaque Dark Olive Gold Shine SuperDuo 2 Hole Czech Seed Beads (SB7563) 
46 beads - Antique Silver Plated Kaparia Cymbal Side Bead For SuperDuos (BM5654) 
6 beads - Antique Silver Plated Vitali Cymbal Bead Substitute For SuperDuos (BM5660) 
1 - Antique Silver Plated Rozos III Cymbal Bead Ending For SuperDuos (BM5664) 
2 ends - Pewter Bar and Ring Toggle Clasp by TierraCast - Silver - 16mm (SP2129) 
2 - 4mm Silver Plated Base Metal 20 Gauge Open Jump Ring (BM2747) 
1 - Black Satin FireLine Braided Bead Thread - 6lb - 15 yards (SM6353) 
 
Tools needed to complete the bracelet: 
 
Tulip Beading Needles - Size 11 (TL2648) 
Xuron Thread and Fiber Scissors (TL3159) 
Chain Nose Pliers 
 
Beading Techniques needed to complete the bracelet:  
 
Opening and Closing a Jump Ring 
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Instructions to complete “Diamond Path” bracelet:  
 
Tip - This bracelet doesn’t follow any stitch, it is constructed by stitching back and forth through the SuperDuo 
beads with turn arounds to add the edge beads.. Please refer to the image on the last page as a reference as you 
work up this bracelet. 
 
Step 1 
Thread a needle with approximately 6 feet of beading thread (add new thread as needed). Tie a stop bead onto 
the thread about 1 foot from the end (to be removed later). 
 
Step 2  
Pick up one purple SuperDuo bead and go through the first hole on the Rozos III Cymbal bead end, continue 
adding one purple SuperDuo bead between each hole on the Rozos III Cymbal bead end and add one purple 
SuperDuo bead on the outside edge, for a total of four SuperDuo beads. Step down to the second hole on the last 
SuperDuo bead. 
 
Step 3 
Pick up one purple SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
 
Step 4 
Pick up one olive green SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
 
Step 5 
Pick up one purple SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. Step up to the first hole of the first SuperDuo bead add in Step 2 going back through the first hole of 
the SupeDuos and the Rozos III Cymbal bead end to reinforce. Step down to the second hole on the last 
SuperDuo bead. 
 
Step 6 
Go back through the SuperDuo beads until you are coming out the second hole of the first SuperDuo bead added 
in Step 2. Pick up one Kaparia Cymbal side bead, one seed bead, and go through the second hole of the same 
Kaparia Cymbal side bead (the seed bead will sit in the V of the Kaparia Cymbal side bead). 
 
Step 7 
Pick up one purple SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
 
Step 8 
Pick up one olive green SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
 
Step 9 
Repeat Step 8 once. 
 
Step 10 
Pick up one purple SuperDuo bead and one Kaparia Cymbal side bead, one seed bead, and go through the 
second hole of the same Kaparia Cymbal side bead. Then go through the second hole of the last SuperDuo bead 
in the first row.  
 
Step 11 
Go back through the SuperDuo beads until you are coming out the second hole of the first SuperDuo bead added 
in Step 2. Go back through the Kaparia Cymbal side bead, one seed bead, and go through the second hole of the 
same Kaparia Cymbal side bead, and continue going back through the SuperDuo beads until you are coming out 
the first hole of the end purple SuperDuo bead. Go back through the hole of the Kaparia Cymbal side bead, pick 
up one seed bead, one Kaparia Cymbal side bead and go through the second hole of the SuperDuo. 
 
Step 12 
Pick up one olive green SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
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Step 13 
Pick up one Vitali Cymbal bead substitute (making sure the domed side is face up) and pass through the second 
hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the previous row. 
 
Step 14 
Pick up one olive green SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
 
Step 15 
Pick up one Kaparia Cymbal side bead, one seed bead and go back through the Kaparia Cymbal side bead from 
the previous row (the seed bead will sit between the two Kaparia Cymbal side beads) and the first hole of the 
SuperDuo bead. Step down to the second hole of the same SuperDuo bead. 
 
Step 16 
Go back through the first hole of the of the Kaparia Cymbal side bead, pick up one seed bead, and go through the 
second hole of the same Kaparia Cymbal side bead.  
 
Step 17 
Pick up one purple SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
 
Step 18 
Pick up one olive green SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
 
Step 19 
Repeat Step 18 once. 
 
Step 20 
Pick up one purple SuperDuo bead and pass through the open hole of the Kaparia Cymbal side bead, pick up one 
seed bead and go back through the first hole of the Kaparia Cymbal side bead. 
 
Step 21  
To turn around go through the next two SuperDuo beads, step down to the second hole of the same SuperDuo 
bead and go through the next SuperDuo bead and go back through the Kaparia Cymbal side bead. 
 
Step 22 
Pick up one seed bead, one Kaparia Cymbal side bead and go through the second hole of the SuperDuo bead. 
 
Step 23 
Pick up one purple SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
 
Step 24 
Pick up one olive green SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
 
Step 25 
Pick up one purple SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
  
Step 26 
Pick up one Kaparia Cymbal side bead and one seed bead and go through the second hole of the Kaparia 
Cymbal side bead from the previous row. 
 
Step 27 
To turn around go through the next SuperDuo bead, step down to the second hole of the same SuperDuo bead. 
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Step 28 
Go through the first hole of the Kaparia Cymbal side bead, pick up one seed bead and go through the second 
hole of the same Kaparia Cymbal side bead. 
 
Step 29 
Pick up one purple SuperDuo bead and pass through the second hole of the next SuperDuo bead from the 
previous row. 
 
Step 30 
Repeat Step 29 three times. 
 
Step 31 
Go through the first hole of the Kaparia Cymbal side bead, pick up one seed bead, one Kaparia Cymbal side bead 
and go through the second hole of the SuperDuo bead 
 
Step 32 
Repeat Step 29 three times. 
 
Step 33 
Pick up one Kaparia Cymbal side bead, one seed bead, and go through the second hole of the same Kaparia 
Cymbal side bead. 
 
Step 34 
Repeat Step 29 four times 
 
Step 35 
Go through the second hole of the Kaparia Cymbal side bead from the previous row, pick up one seed bead, one 
Kaparia Cymbal side bead and go through the second hole of the SuperDuo bead 
 
Step 36 
Continue weaving the bracelet per the image on the next page or to the desired length and then repeat Step 2 to 
attach the Rozos III Cymbal bead end to the end of the bracelet. 
 
Step 37 
Remove the Stop bead from Step 1 and weave in the tail to secure your thread. 
 
Step 38 
Open one 4mm jump ring (see Opening and Closing a Jump Ring Technique). Attach the jump ring to loop on the 
toggle clasp and the loop on one of the Rozos III Cymbal bead ends. Close the jump ring. 
 
Step 39 
Repeat Step 38 with the other side of the toggle. 
 
 
 
For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com and 
select Beading Techniques from the top navigation bar. You’ll find more Inspiration jewelry ideas at 
FusionBeads.com!  
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